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The resolution was submitted by the following delegation:
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The resolution concerns the following issue on the agenda:
Measures to enforce the global reduction of military budgets throughout the world, par[icularly
regions of conflict.
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| \/-l
./"ft . question of nuclear proliferation in Asia and measures to limit the transfer of technology likely to
aid nuclear proliferation.
|
Measures to reduce international weapons trafficking to radical terrorist and para-military

organizations.
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GeneralAssembly First Committee

:
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Nuclear proliferation in Asia and measures
technology likely to aid nuclear proliferation

SUBMITTER:
:

FRCd"í

to limit the transfer of

Canada

Turkey, Norway, Australia, United Kingdom, Afghanistan ,Venezuela,
France,Egypt,Cuba.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Alarmedby the fact that 20 out of the 193 UN member states have not confirmed the
nuclear weapon committee treatY ,
Recognizing the current efforts made bythe UN and other international organizations and
individual countries in combating this problem ,
Deepty concerned by the fact that many countries such as lran, Pakistan and North Korea are
seeking nuclear capabilities or wanting to maintain or improve existing nuclear arsenals ,

Fully aware that other states in regions of proliferations may utilize smuggling methods
apparently legal to acquire advanced nuclear technology including uranium enrichment and

plutonium production and separation capabilities,
Beoring in mind that the development of enriched technology is extremely dangerous both

for nature and man,
Deeply consciousthat the enrichment of nuclear energy can lead to uncontrollable diseases
which can spread all over the world,

L.

prohibition
Urges all signatory states that have not yet ratified the convention on the
of development , enrichment and production of nltclear weapons to do so without
delay,

Z.

Recommends to sharpen control over the countries with SNT sensitive nuclear
technologY facilities,

3.

is
Further recommends to put higher safety and control where illicit nuclear trade
likely to be conducted , or rathgÍ,tn,{.Í,B,Qr,cNprth Korea , and Pakistan'

4.

to
Encourages all member states to take measures such as dual-use technologies
to maintain or
control possible other nations seeking nuclear capabilities or wanting
improve existing nuclear arsenals

5.

,

Calls upon countries suspected of nuclear enrichment likelv

profiferation to prove
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Adopts measures such as monitors of nuclear energieq to prevent diseases caused by
I

development of nuclear energy t
I
[-- a. monitoring by being able to evacuate the area when the ]evel of nuclear
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7.

Supports the civilian population of countries and nations in which nuclear
proliferation is a threat or has already caused diseases,

8.

Requests that safeguards are designed to deter diversion of nuclear material by

increasing the chance of early detection,
9.

to allow the safeguarding system used by the lnternational
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)to guarantee that materials and nuclear equipment
destined for pacific uses do not divert to military activities.
De.lmands all countries
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technology likely to aid nuclear proliferation
SUBMITTER

:

COSUBMITTERS

CANAdA

:

Turkey, Norway, Australia, United Kingdom, Afghanistan ,Venezuela,
France ,Egypt,Cuba.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Alarmed by the fact that 20 out of the L93 UN member states have not confirmed the
nuclear weapon committee treaty,
Recognizing the current efforts made by the UN and other international organizations and

individual countries in combating this problem

,

Deeply concerned by the fact that many countries such as lran, Pakistan and North Korea are
seeking nuclear capabilities or wanting to maintain or imnrove,,H:LilgJfflear arsenals,
Fully owore that other states in regions of proliferations may utilize smuggling methods

apparently legalto acquire advanced nuclear technology including uranium enrichment and

plutonium production and separation capabilities,
Beoring in mind that the development of enriched technology is extremely dangerous both

for nature and man,
Deeply conscious that the enrichment of nuclear energy can lead to uncontrollable diseases

which can spread all over the world,

L.

Urges all signatory states that have not yet ratified the convention on the prohibition

of development , enrichment and production of nuclear weapons to do so without
delay,

2.

Recommends to sharpen control over the countries with SNT sensitive nuclear

technology facilities,

3.

Further recommends to put higher safety and control where illicit nuclear trade is
likely to be conducted , or ratl1,g1,jp,,!,118?r,,!,\,prth Korea , and Pakistan,

4.

Encourages all member states to take measures such as dual-use technologies to

control possible other nations seeking nuclear capabilities or wanting to maintain or
improve existing nuclear arsenals,

5.

Calls upon countries suspected of nuclear enrichment likely to aid nuclear

proliferation to prove these suspicions wrong as soon as possible,

6.

Adopts measures such as monitors of nuclear energies
a. to prevent diseases caused by development of nuclear energy;
b. to evacuate populations affected,

7.

Supports the civilian population of countries and nations in which nuclear

proliferation is a threat or has already caused disèases,

8.

Requests that safeguards are designed to deter diversion of nuclear material by

increasing the chance of early detection,

9.

Demands all countries to allow the safeguarding system used by the lnternational

Atómic Energy Agency (IAEA) to guarantee that materials and nuclear equipment
destined for pacific uses do not divert to military activities.

